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UMass Boston holds
First Generation
Students Week

By Abigail Basile
News Editor

Last week, UMass Boston held its first ever First Generation Students Week
in order to celebrate and provide resources for the university’s first generation
students.
Phil Begeal, Director of New Student and Family Programs and Chair of the
First Forward Task Force—a university-wide group of representatives focused
on supporting first generation students—was able to provide UMass Boston’s
definition of a first generation student.
Begeal, who is a first generation student himself, stated that a first generation
student is an individual who is the first in their family to attend a four-year college
or university in the United States. First generation students who have older siblings
The First Gen resource fair held at the Campus Center on Tuesday, Nov. 9, 2021 as part of First Gen also going to college still qualify as first generation students.
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week at UMass Boston. Photo by Josh Kotler / Mass Media Staff.

Officer stabbed and suspect
dead as a result of domestic
violence call in Dorchester
By Sean Liddy

Contributing Writer
Early Saturday evening on Nov. 6, a Boston Police officer was stabbed in the neck whilst responding to a domestic
violence call at 27 Ingleside St., Dorchester. The suspect was fatally shot on site by another responding officer following the
stabbing, and later pronounced dead after being moved to a Boston area hospital.
The Boston Police Superintendent in Chief Gregory Long held a news conference around 9 p.m. at the corner of Blue Hill
Avenue and Edgewood Street following the incident.
Several Boston Police officers responded to the domestic violence call around 6:15 p.m. on Nov. 6. Upon entering, the
responding officers encountered the suspect on the third floor of a Dorchester home.

Continued on page 3
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UMass
Boston holds
Beacon
Student
Success
Fellowship
Symposium
By Genevieve Santilli
News Writer

Posters lined the first floor terrace of
Campus Center briefly on a bright Wednesday,
Nov. 10. The posters were summaries of
research that were completed by students
who were a part of the Beacon Student
Success Fellowship. The Beacon Student
Success Fellowship is a funding opportunity
for undergraduate students who engaged in
underfunded or unpaid internships, volunteer
experiences, study-abroad programs and
faculty-led research projects.
This year was the eighth year for the BSSF
symposium, with 43 students receiving the
BSSF. Projects from students ranged across
different majors and departments, from the
College of Liberal Arts to Nursing.
The symposium started at 11 a.m. and
concluded at 2 p.m., and included speeches
Depiction of a police crime scene. Illustration by Bianca Oppedisano / Mass Media Staff.
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Here’s what’s happening on campus!
TUESDAY
11/16
power flow yoga
11:00 am
beacon fitness
center
Clothing drive
12:00 PM
Campus center
3rd floor 3100
intro. debate club
meeting
4:30 Pm
mccormack hall
1st floor 0417
intro to yoga
5:00 pm
Register for zoom
harvest dinner
5:00 pm
east hall dining
commons
virtual Esports
tournament: super
smash bros.
8:00 pm
online

Wednesday
11/17
Clothing drive
12:00 PM
Campus center
3rd floor 3100
catholic mass
12:00 pm
mccormack
hall 3rd floor
interfaith center
barrelates fusion
2:30 PM
beacon fitness
center
beacon total body
5:00 pm
register for zoom
harvest dinner
5:00 PM
East hall dining
commons
kizomba dance
class
7:00 PM
mccormack hall
1st floor 0002

THURSDAY
11/18
“coffee with a cop”
7:30 aM
campus center ul
main entrance
Clothing drive
12:00 PM
Campus center
3rd floor 3100
federal carreers
forum
1:00 pM
register for zoom
corn hole
tournament
2:00 pm
campus center 1st
floor terrace
intro. debate club
meeting
5:30 pm
mccormack hall
1st floor 0417
romeo & juliet
7:00 pm
university hall
theatre

FRIDAY
11/19
internship search
strategies
10:00 am
register for zoom
Clothing drive
12:00 PM
Campus center
3rd floor 3100
japanese language
club meeting
3:00 PM
university hall
4th floor 4170
pokemon club movie
night
4:00 pm
campus center 2545
Mendhi laga ke
rakhna
4:00 pm
umass boston
romeo & juliet
7:00 pm
university hall
theatre

MONDAY
11/22
transgender day of
remembrance
12:00 PM
Campus center
1st floor terrace
mat pilates w/
rylie
2:30 pm
Beacon Fitness
center
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UMass Boston holds Beacon Student Success
Fellowship Symposium
Genevieve Santilli
News Writer

from the Vice Provost of
Academic Support Services and
Undergraduate Studies, Liya
Escalera, and Chancellor Marcelo
Suárez-Orozco.
Many of the students who
received the scholarship were
seen giving presentations to other
students and faculty about their
research projects.
One of these students was
Farrin Khan, a senior majoring
in Political Science. Her project
was on Delayed Prenatal
Care of Pregnant Women by
Socioeconomic Status. Khan
worked over the summer of 2021
in community-based research
and focused on the disparities in
women’s healthcare. She focused
her work on prenatal care that
women received, and whether or
not socioeconomic status and race
played a role in that care.
Khan first heard about the
BSSF through a friend who
received it the previous year and
learned more about it through
the Honors College. According
to Khan, the scholarship “really
helped me because it allowed me
to buy my textbooks, it allowed
me to buy a lot of research things.
And research programs, like the

actual data software, is actually
really expensive, so it allowed me
to have that as well. It gave me
the security I needed to focus on
this research.”
Adrienne Harris-Fried, a
senior and Political Science and
Sociology major, gave a speech
about her experience with the
fellowship and how she got
started.
Harris-Fried worked as a
campaign manager in the summer
of 2021 to elect Abigail Dickson
to the Medford City Council
after having been an intern in
the spring of that year. She first
heard of the BSSF through an
email that was sent out by the
Political Science Department.
The fellowship allowed for her
to be able to continue working on
the campaign without having to
worry about the costs, since the
position as campaign manager
was a volunteer position.
“The
fellowship
paid
for my hours, transportation,
accommodations, everything. I
was able to spend my summer
working in a position related to
my major and intended career
path,” stated Harris-Fried.
“The Beacon Student Success
Fellowship made this possible for
me by allowing me to pursue my
interests without worrying about

Adrienne Harris-Fried presenting at the 2021 Beacon Student Success Fellowship Symposium. Photo by Phaedra
Ferrini / Mass Media Staff.

the financial responsibilities of
it all,” stated Harris-Fried as she
ended her speech. “This isn’t
something to take for granted. We
live in an expensive world where
the price of college and getting an
education is rising all the time,
and all the while internships or
minimum wage entry level jobs

are the new norm for college
students who can barely afford to
build up experience in their chosen
field. The BSSF is, in my opinion,
an incredible opportunity that all
students should look into. Spend
your summers studying abroad
or researching a project you’re
interested in or volunteering for

a local city council campaign and
let this fellowship pay for it; you
will gain tremendous experience
and learn a lot about yourself
while doing it.”

Officer stabbed and suspect
dead as a result of domestic
violence call in Dorchester
Sean Liddy
Contributing Writer

After seeing the officers, the
suspect reportedly lunged at them
with a knife, and immediately
stabbed an officer on the landing
of the third floor. Directly
following the assault, “another
officer on scene discharged his
firearm, striking the suspect,” said
Long. A knife was later found at
the scene of the crime.
According to the Boston
Globe, there have been multiple
instances in recent years where a
suspect has been shot dead and an
officer was wounded in response
to a domestic violence call.
In 2016, two officers were
involved in a shootout with the
alleged assailant and were both
shot in the process; one in the leg
and the other in the upper body.
The suspect in this incident, 33
year old Kirk P. Figueroa, was
hit in the exchange of gunfire and
killed on site.
The police officer stabbed
was brought to a local hospital
with serious, though not lifethreatening, injuries. Several other
officers, who were seemingly
uninjured in the altercation, were
also brought to the hospital to be
evaluated out of precautionary
measures.

As of Sunday night on Nov. 7,
the injured officer was discharged
and released from the hospital.
The name of the officers
involved, as well as the name of
the man who died, have yet to be
released.
Officers stayed late at the
scene on Saturday night, extending
the crime scene multiple blocks
to conduct their investigations.
Officers conducted interviews
with neighbors and citizens in the
area, and were searching for any
potential videos of the incident in
question.
The
Suffolk
District
Attorney’s Office will be taking
over the case with assistance
from the Boston Police Firearm
Discharge Investigation Team.
The team was introduced
to investigate matters regarding
Section 6—which specifically
relates to the discharge of
firearms—of the Boston Police’s
Use of Deadly Force Act,
which provides “guidelines and
regulations governing the use of
deadly force by members of the
Department”, according to the
Boston Police Department Rules
and Procedures.
This act is intended to
monitor and ensure the safety
of the Boston public as well as
the officers of the force, and

establish clear procedures for
the investigation of the use of
firearms by department members.
Section 6 of the act, pertaining
to the discharge of firearms, states
that “the law permits police
officers to use reasonable force
in the performance of their duties
but only to the degree required to
overcome unlawful resistance.”
If the discharge resulting from
the Nov. 6 incident is declared a
“reasonable use of force,” then
the officer will not be found
responsible.
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Profile on Michelle Wu: Boston’s next mayor
Abigail Basile
News Editor

On Nov. 16, Michelle Wu
will be sworn in as Boston’s first
female and person of color mayor. Wu won nearly two-thirds of
the vote in a race against Annissa
Essaibi George on Nov. 2. Here’s
what to know about Boston’s new
mayor:
Wu’s Background:
Wu was born in 1985 in
Chicago, Ill. to Taiwanese immigrants, and raised there as well.
Following high school, Wu attended Harvard University. After her mother suffered a mental
health crisis, Wu returned home
to Chicago to care for her.
Wu later returned to Boston,
and went on to graduate from
Harvard Law School in 2012.
During her time at Harvard
Law, Wu studied under Senator
Elizabeth Warren. Wu worked
on Senator Warren’s 2012 congressional campaign, and Senator
Warren endorsed Wu as her pick
for mayor.
Wu was elected to the Boston
City Council in 2013 at 28 years
old. In 2016, she was elected as
City Council President, making
her the first woman of color to
serve in that role. Wu also is the
mother to two young sons.
Throughout the mayoral
race, Wu maintained a considerable lead over her opponents.
The First Issues Wu Will Address:
One of the first issues Wu
will tackle is the current situation
occurring at the intersection of
Massachusetts Avenue and Melnea Cass Boulevard, also known
as Mass. and Cass.
On Oct. 19, acting mayor
Kim Janey declared the situation
a public health crisis due to the
homelessness and drug use in the
area.
Currently, many individuals are being removed from the

intersection as their tents are being torn down by the city. City
officials assured residents that
they wouldn’t be forced to leave
before they were offered support
twice. Wu is seeking to figure out
the best place to house these individuals.
“The priority is to make sure
the city of Boston is providing
low-threshold, stable, supportive
housing for everyone,” said Wu.
“We have city buildings or public
buildings that are under-utilized.”
Wu will also focus on Boston
Public Schools, and has committed to keeping the superintendent
of Boston Public Schools, Brenda
Cassellius, in her role.
Additionally, Wu is seeking
to create more racial and gender
diversity and equity in Boston’s
procurement process. Wu had
also worked on this during her
time as a city councilor.
Wu is also searching for a
permanent police commissioner.
She has stated that the commissioner will not necessarily be
from Boston.
Wu’s Other Policies:
Throughout the mayoral
race, Wu distinguished herself as
a progressive candidate. She is
seeking to “free the T,” stop the
rent control ban in the city, and
ensure that Boston is a “Green
New Deal City.” Wu also wants to
abolish the Boston Planning and
Development Agency.
Wu’s Cabinet Appointees:
Since her election, Wu has
already appointed members to her
mayoral cabinet.
Dr. Monica Bharel, the former commissioner of Massachusetts’s Department of Public
Health, has been appointed to a
cabinet-level senior advisor position that will focus on leading
Boston’s efforts to resolve the situation on Mass. and Cass.
Wu also reappointed Sheila
A. Dillon to the position of chief
of housing and director of the
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Catch up with our
Beacons in uniform

UMass Boston women’s volleyball wins
10th Little East Conference title

Michelle Wu in 2019. Photo courtesy of Kenneth Zirkel via WIkimedia Commons.

Department of Neighborhood Development.
Dr. Bisola Ojikutu will remain in her role as executive di-

rector of the Boston Public Health
Commission, but the position has
been elevated to a cabinet-level
role.

The UMass Boston Women’s Volleyball team after winning the LEC. Photo by Shanarah Bargan / Mass Media Staff.

Jonathan Hopkins
Sports Editor

The first week of November
was massive, to say the least,
for the UMass Boston women’s
volleyball team as the Little
East Conference tournament was
set to begin. The last time the
women’s volleyball team was
in the LEC tournament in 2019,
they took home the conference
title, therefore making UMass
Boston defending champions as
they were not allowed play in
2020. The Beacons entered the
LEC tournament as the second
seed, meaning they had a clear
path to the semifinals where
they would play the third-seeded
Keene State College.
In mid-October, the Beacons
met the Keene State Owls and the
match ended in UMass Boston’s

favor. Keene State took the first
set by a score of 25–22. From
there on out, the Beacons took
control winning sets two through
four, as the Beacons took the
victory three sets to one.
As one would expect, Keene
State put up a much better fight
in the semifinals of the LEC
tournament. UMass Boston
would have to make a comeback,
down two sets to one going into
the fourth set, but UMass Boston
stayed poised and won the fourth
set by a score of 25–19. The
fifth, and final, set would only
go to 15 points to break the tie.
The fifth set could not have been
any tighter as UMass Boston
narrowly won by a score of 15–
13. 16 kills for Aleks Qose and
53 assists for Carsen Komminsk
led the way for UMass Boston, as

the Beacons punched their ticket
to the LEC finals.
UMass Boston would catch
a break going into the finals as
Eastern Connecticut State took
down the first-seeded Plymouth
State, giving UMass Boston
the opportunity to host the LEC
finals. In September, Eastern
Connecticut State took down
UMass Boston with relative ease
by a score of three sets to zero.
The first set was extremely close
as UMass Boston lost by a score
of 27–25, but the next two sets
would not be nearly as close.
A lot of time has passed
since UMass Boston last played
Eastern Connecticut, and the
difference between the two
matches was night and day. Once
again, the Beacons had their
backs against the wall, down two

sets to one. The fourth set was
an absolute nail-biter as neither
team would give an inch. The
set would end 30–28 in favor of
UMass Boston to force a fifth,
and final, set for all the marbles.
The Beacons would take care
of business in the tie breaker, as
they would go on to win the set
15–12, giving them their tenth
LEC title.
With this win, UMass
Boston would go on to face
Haverford College to begin the
NCAA Division III Regional
Tournament on Nov. 12.
Haverford came in 2nd place in
the Centennial Conference with
an overall record of 23–5 going
into the match.
Haverford came out hot,
winning the first set by a score
of 25–8. The second set wouldn’t

get much better for UMass
Boston as they would lose by a
score of 25–17. The third set was
tightly contested, but Haverford
would come out victorious by a
final score of 26–24.
This loss to Haverford
College ultimately means that the
Beacons’ season has come to an
end. Although the season ended
on a sour note, UMass Boston
was still able to defend their 2019
conference title and win their
tenth conference championship,
which is no small feat. There is
a lot to be proud of for UMass
Boston, and I know they will be
back, ready to defend their LEC
title once again next year.

Sports
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Celtics have shown interest in trading for Ben
Simmons
Josemanuel Cruz
Sports Writer
The Ben Simmons saga
continues. It seems like Simmons
has been trending for the past
couple of months. Last year,
Simmons was ridiculed for his
terrible performance in the playoffs.
After that, Simmons ghosted the
team in a dramatic fashion. He
spent the whole summer in Los
Angeles, away from the team and
ignoring any calls from anyone in
the organization. He made it public
that he wanted to be traded. This is
nothing new. In fact, this has been
sort of a trend as of late, referred
to as “player empowerment.”
The last player to practice player
empowerment
was
Anthony
Davis and he subsequently won
a championship. What makes
Simmons’ situation different than
the rest, however, is that General
Manager of the Philadelphia 76ers
Daryl Morey refused to trade him
unless they get back an all-star
player and young talent. No team
has been willing to pay such a high
price for someone who just came
off a terrible playoff performance.
Since then, the situation has gotten
slightly better. Simmons has
apologized and has since been in

contact with the team. However,
he is still refusing to play due to
mental health concerns.
So now you’re asking, “Where
do the Celtics come in?” Well, in a
report by the Athletic, the Celtics
have expressed interest in trading for
Ben Simmons. Moray was asking
for Jaylen Brown in return and the
Celtics quickly refused: “Daryl
Morey asked for Jaylen Brown,
Marcus Smart, Robert Williams
and a protected first round pick…
the Celtics hung up without saying
any words”. Yet again, Morey fails
to trade Ben Simmons because
of his high asking price. Jaylen
Brown has been their best player
to start the season, so obviously
they would decline a trade like this.
Ben Simmons has stated that he
wouldn’t actually mind playing in
Boston, but looks like he never will
if Morey does not lower the asking
price for Simmons.
So, what now? Simmons is
still sitting on the roster and will
likely not be moved unless Morey
lowers the price for Simmons. The
76ers, however, have actually been
thriving this season without him.
They are currently 8–4, even though
Joel Embiid hasn’t been having an
amazing season. Embiid has said,
“The chemistry that we have is very

different from the previous years…
we’re complete. We’re on the same
page”. Their success puts them in a
position where they don’t need to
rush to trade Simmons. I believe the
76ers will try to stall until Simmons
is ready to play, so that teams can
see how good he actually is or can
be. Despite all the disrespect he
has gotten as of late, he is still one
of the best young players in the
league. Even so, the 76ers probably
won’t be getting a player of Jaylen
Brown’s caliber, but they might get
some really solid players to pair
alongside Joel Embiid.
The Celtics have said that
they are no longer interested in
Simmons, but it is fun to imagine
a world where the Celtics did trade
for Simmons without giving up
Brown. I think Simmons would
actually be a perfect fit alongside
Brown and Jayson Tatum. Smart
comments were made weeks ago
about how Brown and Tatum are
still learning to pass the ball, and
Simmons is one of the best passers
in the league. Just two years ago,
people were calling Simmons
“LeBron without a jump shot,” and
it’s like people haven’t given up on
him.

The return of Tuukka Rask
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Red Sox facing interesting choices this offseason
Jack Sherman
Sports Writer

The 2021 Boston Red Sox
were a fun, enjoyable team that
went much further than anybody
thought they could. Dismissed
before the season as a third or
fourth-place team by most writers
and prognosticators, they defied
expectations by winning 92 games,
snagging the American League’s
top wild card spot, and beat their
hated arch-rival New York Yankees
in the MLB Wild Card Game. They
were heavy underdogs against the
American League’s best team, the
Tampa Bay Rays, in the American
League Division Series. But,
the Sox rolled right past them in
four games and moved on to the
American League Championship
Series against the Houston Astros.
The Sox split the first two games
in Houston, before shellacking the
Astros at Fenway in Game 3 to take
a 2–1 series lead in the best-of-seven
ALCS. It really looked like this
might be another magical October
run for the Olde Towne Team, but

they would end up losing the next
three games and were eliminated.
Still, this was a team that earned the
hearts of Red Sox Nation and left
them clamoring for what is to
come. So, with their
brand back on the map
and the expectation
once again to
compete for a
championship,
how can the Red
Sox get back to
October baseball
and beyond in
2022?
One of the
most
obvious
ways the Red
Sox could fix their
problems would be to
improve their bullpen.
Closer Matt Barnes
was dominant in the
first half of the year but
was such a flaming disaster in the
second half that he was left off their
postseason roster altogether. Many
other bullpen arms, such as Matt
Andriese, Austin Brice and Yacksel

Rios also didn’t provide manager
Alex Cora with much relief to

get close late-inning games to the
finish line. Youngsters Garrett
Whitlock and Tanner Houck were
both terrific out of the bullpen,

but the long-term plan for both of
them is to become starting pitchers.
There are some interesting veterans
on the reliever market this winter,
such as Kenley Jansen, Corey
Knebel, Aaron Loup, and
others. It definitely is an
area where Chaim
Bloom
could
bring in some
reinforcements.
Another
decision the Sox
could make is
on what their
lineup will look
like in 2022 and
beyond. Slugger
J.D. Martinez opted
in for the 2022
season, but first
baseman and designated
hitter Kyle Schwarber
opted out. Schwarber
was a tremendous addition,
despite not being added to the
team right away at the deadline
due to a hamstring injury. But
Schwarber was, arguably, the most
impactful position player moved

at the deadline, batting .291 with
a stellar .435 on-base percentage
and a .957 on-base plus slugging
percentage for the Red Sox in 41
games. However, a key roadblock
to Schwarber returning would be
that there is no clear position for
him to play. They already have
Martinez as their everyday DH, so
Schwarber was moved to first base,
which is not his natural position.
That also may not be a long-term
solution, as top first-base prospect
Tristan Casas will likely be called
up at some point in 2022.
There are some interesting
free agent targets for the Red Sox.
Second baseman Marcus Semien,
coming off an MVP-caliber year
in Toronto, might make sense as
their starting second baseman of
the future. Maybe Kris Bryant
could be an option, sliding Rafael
Devers over to first to cover up his
defensive deficiencies. Regardless
of what they do, the Sox will no
longer have the luxury of sneaking
up on anybody in 2022. The race
for the next championship banner
at Fenway is now on.

Attention College Students:

Ben Simmons of the 76ers in 2019. Photo courtesy of AllProReels via
Wikimedia Commons.

Jonathan Hopkins
Sports Editor

Guess who was back on the
ice at the Boston Bruins practice
facility? If the title wasn’t too
much of a giveaway, it is indeed
Tuukka Rask. Rask being at the
Warrior Ice Arena is nothing new
for the Bruins, however the fact
that he is back on the ice is proof
that Rask’s return to the team is
inevitable. He is still a ways away
from a return, as his original
timetable to return from hip
surgery was to be around January
or February. Maybe him being
back on the ice in November
means that he is more likely to
return in January than February.
It is important to note that
Rask is still technically a free
agent, but has made it known that
he would rather retire than play
for any team but the Bruins. The
Bruins have less than $2 million
in cap space as of right now, so it
is expected that Rask will take a
large pay cut to play half of this
season. Now that Rask is getting
some time on the ice, I expect
Rask’s new contract to come
some time in December when he
is ready to begin practicing with
the team once again. With Rask’s
potential return, the Bruins will
have quite the embarrassment of
riches at the goaltending position;
how they decide to manage the
goaltending position will be
interesting.
The Bruins signed Linus
Ullmark to a four-year deal in
the offseason to be the primary
starter. Ullmark is pretty much a
lock to split time with Rask and
Jeremy Swayman as he would
Caricature of Tuukka Rask of the Boston Bruins. Illustration by Bianca Oppedisano / Mass Media Staff. have to pass through waivers if he
was sent to the American Hockey

League. Ullmark is also too good
of a goaltender to be sent down to
the minors anyway.
Swayman is still in his twoway rookie deal, which means he
can be sent down to the minors
without having to pass through
waivers. This could be a good
option if Rask and Ullmark are
playing great and Swayman needs
some playing time. Swayman
has arguably been the better
goaltender between him and
Ullmark thus far, but Swayman’s
current contract makes him more
likely to be the odd man out if
Rask comes back and plays well.
Another option the Bruins
can explore, and what I believe
is most likely, is to have a three
goaltender rotation. If Rask comes
back and plays well, he won’t
immediately assume the workload
of a starter. So, in an effort to keep
all three goaltenders rested and
refreshed, the Bruins could decide
to dress two goaltenders and keep
the third goaltender as a healthy
scratch. This would undoubtedly
be the best way to ease Rask back
into his typical role.
I am not known to be Rask’s
biggest fan, as I do believe that
his play tapers off when the stakes
are high. However, I am not ready
to put my complete faith in a
goaltender who spent his entire
career with the Buffalo Sabres
and a rookie. I am a firm believer
that Rask can maximize the
Bruins’ potential in the regular
season and help the B’s make the
playoffs. Nonetheless, one change
I would make this season if I were
Bruce Cassidy: if Rask begins
to struggle in the playoffs, he
needs to hand the baton to either
Swayman or Ullmark before it’s
too late.

Interested in participating in a research study
about building the academic success of students
living with mental health conditions?
This study is open to all
students who are…
Study Description
o Purpose: better understand
how to promote academic
success for college students
with mental health conditions

o Undergrads at the University of
Massachusetts- Boston
o Living with a mental
health condition
o Between ages 18-25
o Interested in receiving
academic support

o Services: you would be
randomly assigned to receive
peer academic coaching
each week OR a one-time
consultation about oncampus academic services.
You have an equal chance of
being in either group.
o Research activities: you
would complete five 1-hour
web surveys and eleven
30-minute web surveys
o Timeline for involvement:
receive
UMMSservices
IRB Docket #:during
H00016020
2020-21 academic year;
complete surveys during
2020-21 and 2021-22
academic years
o Compensation: $240 if all
surveys are completed

Interested in learning more?
Please contact: The PASS
TEAM @ pass@umassmed.edu
OR
Call 774-633-1614
The Ross Center

Or visit:

https://arcsapps.umassmed.edu/redcap/surveys/?s=RTEF
3RHCCJ

UMMS IRB Docket #: H00021105

Arts & Lifestyle
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Vendors on campus allow fresh shopping options
for students
Katrina Sanville
Arts & Lifestyle Editor

For busy college students,
going shopping can be a hassle in
already chaotic schedules. Between
work, classes and keeping in touch
with friends and family, shopping
can often be the last thing on a
college student’s mind. Online
shopping is easy and convenient,
however, that can be a gamble about
the quality of the products ordered.
However, UMass Boston has made
shopping a bit easier for students,
all from the convenience of the
central hub of Campus Center.
Over the past couple of weeks,
vendors have once again been
appearing—for lack of a better
term—to students on the first floor
of Campus Center. Soon after
walking up the first set of stairs
from the building’s main entrance
with the buses, UMass Boston
students were met with racks of
clothes or tables of jewelry, all for
purchase.
Though tabling isn’t anything
out of the ordinary in Campus
Center—many clubs and activities
will set up tables on the First Floor
Terrace in order to excite students
and invite them to join, or even
sell products related to their clubs
on occasion—tables selling goods
for purchase outside of the UMass
Boston sphere is new to many
students. However, this vendor
system is nothing new, either.
The vendors have been coming
to campus for well over twenty
years, before Campus Center was
constructed.

Two of the vendors offered
to the UMass Boston community
in this school year so far have
been a thrift store with hand
curated vintage clothing and
accessories, and a jewelry shop
selling charms and small pieces
of jewelry like rings and earrings.
Both of these vendors cater to the
interests of college students—
thrift shopping has skyrocketed in
popularity amongst Gen-Z, with
the alternative mode of obtaining
clothes going from being frowned
upon and seen as something purely
for lower class shoppers to a trendy,
environmentally conscious way to
refresh wardrobes. Likewise, an
abundance of rings and layering
of necklaces has become popular
among the youth, rather than being
seen as tacky in years before.
Most of the vendors, much like
these, cater to the wants and needs
of students. UMass Boston invites
vendors that will attract students
and help them find a few great
pieces for themselves or a loved
one, or a fun afternoon to let loose
among the stress of school. Vendors
range from jewelry, accessories,
cell phone charms and accessories,
clothing and even paintball tickets,
all for students to purchase in
between classes or on the way
home.
There’s a reason for these
vendors specifically, too. Though
UMass Boston has a large commuter
population, the campus is located
on Columbia Point, isolating those
who live in the residence halls
or in the nearby apartments from
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Culinary uprising: younger generations’
obsession with cooking videos
Katrina Sanville
Arts & Lifestyle Editor

UMass Boston’s Campus Center terrace where the pop-up shops were running throughout the past week. Photo by
Josh Kotler / Mass Media Staff.

shopping centers.
“We’ve had a lot more positive
feedback here than other schools
I’ve worked at, like Northeastern,
because of our location,” said
Geoff Combs, the Executive
Director of the Campus Center and
Event Services. “UMass Boston
is more isolated than most Boston
schools, so you can’t walk outside
the student center, walk down the
street, and go into a boutique or
store.”
The positive feedback is
mutual amongst vendors and
students. Several vendors have said
they love coming to UMass Boston,

and they’re excited to be on campus
and return year after year.
“I love this school, it’s a great
school,” said Lisa Mindick, owner
of Shining Tiara Jewelry, one of
the vendors. “My daughter went to
school here, and I went to UMass
Amherst, so I know the system and
you can’t pick a better and more
beautiful place to work.”
Some of the vendors are even
UMass Boston students—past and
present. Mike Davis, the Scheduling
and Events Coordinator, stated that
one of the newer vendors, Hoarding
Tees, is a current UMass Boston
student. Hoarding Tees specializes

in thrifted clothing and accessories.
Davis also mentioned UVida Shop,
an environmentally conscious and
zero-waste store that is owned by a
UMass Boston alum—and now has
a brick-and-mortar store on Atlantic
Avenue in Boston!
Vendors are scheduled up
until the end of the semester. For
information about specific vendors’
dates, as well as the full calendar of
vendors, go to https://www.umb.
edu/calendar and search Vendors in
the ”Search All Reservations” bar.
With any luck, a vendor may have
that perfect something, and make
your day a whole lot brighter.
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Open TikTok, Instagram or
even Twitter for more than five
minutes and a cooking video is
bound to grace your scrolling.
Whether it’s a peaceful video of
someone preparing their meal, a
mom making their child’s lunch
the night before school or a
gimmicky video filled with edits
and jump cuts, cooking content has
dominated the social media sphere.
However, as this content soars, the
interest in learning to cook amongst
younger generations has decreased.
The hashtag #CookingTikTok
has over 2 billion views on
TikTok, with similar numbers on
Instagram’s cooking hashtag as
well. These videos range from basic
home cooking from all cultures, to
high class meals, to extravagantly
designed meats and cheeses no
person would reasonably make on a
daily basis. In addition to this, new
television shows continue to pop
up each day with a variety of topics
around cooking—baking shows
with peaceful music, cutthroat
culinary competitions or tours of
restaurants around the world—
across a variety of streaming
services and television channels.
The latest culprit to TikTok
fame has been Emily Mariko—

and more specifically, her salmon
bowls, which play off her Asian
heritage in a way that reuses her
leftovers in a delicious and healthy
way. Although, her entire account
has skyrocketed in popularity.
Other popular food items have been
the whipped coffee—or Dalgona,
as it’s properly known—from the
beginning of the pandemic, as well
as cloud bread from that time and
feta pasta. However, none have
amounted to the fame that Emily
Mariko has.
Though Mariko’s content
contains much of the similar
lifestyle videos—grocery shopping,
cooking, going to get takeout—her
videos do worlds better than other
content. This may be because of
the little to no dialogue in her
videos, which allows for her videos
to be watched by people all over
the world. In addition to this, her
videos are relaxing and methodical,
allowing those who watch them to
zone out and focus on her preparing
food or running errands. Finally,
Emily Mariko’s TikTok shows
her eating food the average person
eats—such as In-N-Out or pastries
from a bakery—in combination
with her healthy, yet manageable,
lifestyle. As Emilia Petrarca for
The Cut writes:
“‘She’s eating real food,’ said
the Cut’s beauty director, Kathleen

Hou. ‘I think it’s the start of a
new type of wellness. Less lemon
water. Hot girls drink regular milk,
but they also eat bread.’ Sure,
Mariko eats a lot of farmers’market veggies and enviably freshlooking California avocados. ‘But
she looks like she actually has
balance,’ Hou continued. ‘Like,
she eats Philadelphia cream cheese.
I can’t remember the last time any
wellness featured cream cheese.’”
In addition to Emily Mariko,
cooking shows have thrived
amongst the younger generations
as well. British Broadcasting
Corporation’s hit reality baking
show ”The Great British Baking
Show”—also known as ”The
Great British Bake Off”—has
always been popular in the
States, however over the past few
years the series has blown up in
popularity. With its soft, pastel
colors, peaceful music, quirky hosts
with fun banter, creative weekly
themes and delicious desserts,
it’s understandable as to why. As
Meredith Blake for the Los Angeles
Times said:
“Contestants never say things
like ‘I didn’t come here to make
friends.’ There are no irritating
product placements and—perhaps
most
incomprehensibly
to
American audiences—no material
riches to be won. That’s right:

The winner of ‘The Great British
Baking Show’ wins a title and an
engraved cake stand, and that’s it.”
For many young people, the
serenity of ”The Great British
Baking Show”, as well as the show’s
lack of material prizes, can be used
as an escape. Even the most inept
baker can be quoted commenting
on bakers’ choices in the show,
as seen by the hundreds—if not
thousands—of tweets on Twitter.
While American shows feature
cash prizes and fame, the winner of
”The Great British Bake Off” and
its American counterpart only get
the title of winning the show and a
usable piece.
With all this content, many
would think young people have
been inspired to get away from their
screens and get into the kitchen.
However, this can be far from the
truth. Many young people gravitate
towards pre-prepped foods and
would rather eat processed meals
than learn to cook, even if they
have the time and resources. As
Erin Magner for Well and Good
said:
“The 23-to-38-year-old set
also allocates less time to meal
prep than their older counterparts—
around just 13 minutes per day,
which adds up to nearly an hour
less per week than Gen X—and
when they do head to the grocery

store, they spend more on prepared
foods, pasta and sweets than other
age groups.”
Though, this reasoning may be
in part due to the fast-paced lifestyle
the younger generations lead—
work, school, extracurriculars and
whatever else—as well as the fact
that Millennials and Generation
Z possibly did not have family
members to teach them to cook.
These younger generations most
likely had both parents entering
the workforce at some point in
their lives, possibly with full-time
jobs, making it hard to learn how
to cook beyond basic survival.
Without other family members, or
a true passion for food, this basic
survival would continue later into
life, resulting in the statistics seen
in modern day.
Whether
the
younger
generations
consume
their
cooking content from the Internet
or preparing food in their own
kitchens, culinary videos and media
remain a crucial part of pop culture.
In the next week, social media may
have its next Emily Mariko, and
some new cooking show will take
the world by storm, and when they
do, the younger generations will be
there to eat it up—metaphorically
and literally.

Should you go see “Eternals”?
Kyle Makkas
Arts Writer

Reviews for Marvel’s latest film “Eternals” have
been...mixed, to say the least. As of writing this, the
movie is sitting at 47 percent on Rotten Tomatoes, unlike
many of its fresh predecessors in the Marvel Cinematic
Universe. So, maybe the mixed reviews have you on the
fence about seeing it or maybe you couldn’t care less. As
someone who has seen the film, I can confidently say that
it isn’t for every taste. Is it for yours? Let’s see if we can
figure that out.
Does it have action sequences? It’s a superhero
film, so of course it does. However, it’s not the same
fun and colorful type of action that one might expect in
a “Guardians of the Galaxy” movie. The violence feels...
well, more violent. That may sound somewhat obvious,
but the fights in many PG-13 films are more related to
choreography than actual violence. There isn’t more gore
in “Eternals”, but things just felt less glamorized than
usual, even though it was cosmic and fantastical. It was an
interesting juxtaposition that worked for me, personally.
Is it funny? There are jokes, so in a sense, yes. At the
same time, it doesn’t have the same level of humor as films
like “Thor: Ragnarok” and “Ant-Man”. The quips that
were given were spread throughout the film’s long runtime
of two hours and 37 minutes. So, while there are jokes,
the movie itself isn’t funny. For those who complain that
the MCU is nothing but quips and immature humor, this
should be a huge plus. If that’s exactly what you go see
these movies for, then maybe this won’t be one of your
favorites.
As mentioned before, the movie is significantly long,
especially for these characters’ first film. However, that
raises another question: Is it too long? Personally, I didn’t
feel that way, but I know for a fact that other people
will think the opposite. There are many shots meant to
establish the grand-scale of this story that probably won’t
work for those who prefer dialogue and plot advancement.

In a word, “Eternals” feels slow, which is absolutely not
everyone’s speed.
Ironically, even though the movie is slow, it is
also jam-packed with ideas. A lot of ideas. It was a bit
overwhelming at times, and I say this as someone who
was familiar with the source material. If this film had one
major flaw, it was that it couldn’t quite develop each of
the concepts it introduced. In attempting to introduce an
entire mythology, it ended up centering on one extremely
specific part—Eternals, who were the Gods of the myths.
For those of you who like reading myths about Zeus and
Poseidon, as opposed to Medusa and the Minotaur, that
may not be such a bad thing. However, the monster lovers
out there will probably find themselves disappointed.
Finally, and most importantly, how are the characters?
Are they likeable? What about sympathetic, annoying
or repulsive? As can be expected with an ensemble film
like this, the answer varies from character to character.
Kingo? Oh, he was great. The combination of being both
a celebrity and an actual godlike deity—as opposed to
just egotistically seeing himself as one—was a great
deal of fun to watch. Ikaris? He had his moments, most
being just fine. Collectively, there was always this sense
that the characters were above humanity. That can be an
annoying trope, as it makes them seem condescending and
unrelatable to some.
However, little bits of humanity always slip through
the “mightier than thou” façade. The struggle each of
these characters faces, in some way or another, is what
to do with their powers and whether they want to help
humankind or ignore it. That is definitely a concept that
has been visited before; if you didn’t like it when you last
saw it, you probably won’t like it this time around.
Hopefully, this gave a sense of what taste “Eternals”
appeals to. If you’re one for slow, mythic storytelling then
it may be worth giving this MCU installment a chance. If
you’re more of a fast, action packed and fun movie-lover,
then this may not be the one for you.

Promotional poster for “Eternals” from Marvel. Graphic sourced
from IMDb.

A large variety of food sits upon a table. Photo courtesy of Rachel Park via Unsplash.
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UMass Boston holds First Generation Students Week
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Students pose with Chancellor Marcelo Suárez-Orozco. Photo by Janina Seibel

Students Nicolas Villalobos (right) and Gilmathan Del Valle (left) talk during the opening event for First Gen Week.Photo by Janina Seibel.

A student holds up an “I’m First!” button during the kick-off of First Generation Celebration week. Photo by Janina Seibel.

Abigail Basile
News Editor

According to Begeal, UMass
Boston has previously celebrated
First Generation Student Day,
but this is the first year the First
Forward Task Force has extended
the celebration into an entire
week.
“Colleges and universities
across the country celebrate
Nov. 8th, traditionally, every
year, as a celebration day [for
first generation students],” said
Begeal. “But here at UMass
Boston, because such a large
portion of our student population
is first generation, we decided to
expand upon the day that we’ve
offered in the past—before the
pandemic—and actually do
a week of activities to really
Students tabling at Campus Center for First Gen Week. Photo by Janina
highlight, throughout the entire
Seibel.
week, the value of our first

generation community at UMass
Boston.”
Throughout the week, several
events were celebrated.
On Monday, a kickoff event
was held on the Campus Center
terrace. The aim of the day was
to encourage first generation
students to celebrate this aspect
of their identity. The Mass Media
spoke with some first generation
students at the kickoff event
regarding their experiences.
“It’s been a rollercoaster,”
said Estefani Oliveira, a first
generation student from Brazil.
“It’s not easy to be a first
generation [student], but the
university provides a lot of help
for people like us.”
“Honestly the big thing that
I think of when I think of my
experience at UMass Boston is
just all of the opportunities that
I have gotten over the past few
years, I’ve had to really find

myself,” said Divya Madhavaiya,
a first generation student who was
working at the event.
When asked if there was
any additional support for
first generation students she’d
like to see at UMass Boston,
Oliveira spoke of having a more
personalized advising experience.
When asked the same question,
Madhavaiya suggested more
support for first generation
students
as
they
entered
university.
“I think I’d like to see a
little bit more of additional
resources within the campus
community,” said Madhavaiya.
“Maybe just student volunteers,
upperclassmen who can mentor
incoming students to be like,
‘here’s how you can build a
resume,’ ‘here’s how you can
apply to internships,’ or ‘here’s
how you can pick classes and
what classes might help for your

major.’”
The weeklong celebration
continued on Tuesday, when the
university held a first generation
student resource fair.
On Wednesday, UMass
Boston held a first generation
career workshop that was open
to everyone, but targeted towards
the first generation student livinglearning community located in
the Residence Halls.
On Thursday, the university
was closed due to Veterans’
Day, so First Generation Week
was celebrated virtually. First
generation student veterans were
urged to share their stories via
the @newbeacons account on
Instagram, and other students
were encouraged to pay tribute
to student veterans, or share
their own first generation story.
Students who tagged the account
and used the appropriate hashtag
were entered into an iPad
giveaway.

The week closed with a wrap
party on Friday, which was a
social event where students also
received information regarding
applications for the Tri-Alpha
Honors Society—an honors
society open solely to first
generation students.
The wrap party also featured
artwork showcasing the stories
of first generation students on
campus.
“Part of the week’s worth
of events is this idea that we’re
trying to create a piece of art that
highlights the first generation
experience here at UMass
Boston,”
explained
Begeal.
“So we have these canvases for
inviting students to write their
name and say a little bit about
why they’re proud to be first gen
here at UMass Boston.”
According to Begeal, roughly
59 percent of UMass Boston’s
undergraduate population can
be classified as first generation

students.
When asked what advice
she might have for other first
generation students at UMass
Boston, Madhavaiya replied:
“Just be relentless. Even if you
might feel discouraged because
you’ve had to go to four different
advisors because they haven’t
given you an answer, or if you have
to apply to ten, twenty, thirty—
however many internships, jobs,
or opportunities—don’t give up.
Definitely hunt for what you’re
looking for, because the more
effort and work that you put into
it, it’ll come to you. So just don’t
give up, be relentless about it.
I think that can take you a long
way.”

Students sign the “I’m First!” art installation for First Gen Week. Photo by
Janina Seibel.

Chanellor Suárez-Orozco signs the “I’m First” canvases. Photo by Janina
Seibel.
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A review of Wes Anderson’s “The French Dispatch”
Desmond Sullivan
Contributing Writer

When I arrived at the theater on
opening night to see Wes Anderson’s
latest creation, “The French Dispatch”, an
attendant handed me a typewriter lapel pin
and a twenty-question survey to complete
after the end of the movie. It clearly shows
that Twentieth Century Fox and Searchlight
Pictures have invested heavily in this
production. And I think that’s where we
have arrived in the extravagant, creative,
extensive world of Wes Anderson—
completely mainstream. With “The French
Dispatch”, UMass Boston students will
enjoy Anderson’s latest creation but
probably not love it.
“The French Dispatch” is
a magazine based out of the fictional
town of Ennui, France, and is a weekly
addition to The Liberty Kansas Evening
Sun newspaper, a daily publication in the
United States. Magazine founder Arthur
Howitzer Jr. (Bill Murray) dies at the
beginning of the story and asks in his will
that the publication ceases after one final
edition. The film is structured as three
evenly divided segments, representing the
three articles that appear in the magazine,
along with a brief lifestyle report at the
beginning of the magazine from Herbsaint
Sazerac (Owen Wilson) on the comings
and goings of the tiny town of Ennui. These
three stories have no overlap and are only
connected through the knowledge that the
three are recounted by separate reporters
for the same magazine.
The first article, which focuses
on an unlikely art hero and a greedy fellow
inmate, is reported by J.K.L. Berensen
(Tilda Swinton). She recounts the report
to a live audience as a lecture. The movie
quickly transitions to the past, shown in
black and white, where artistic genius
and convicted killer Moses Rosenthaler
(Benicio del Toro) is working on his
magnum opus behind bars. His muse is
Simone (Léa Seydoux), a prison guard
and Rosenthaler’s lover. Julien Cadazio
(Adrien Brody) is a wealthy tax-evader
who wishes to buy all Rosenthaler’s
paintings for his own profit. A fight about
possession, wealth and depression unfolds.
The second article is about the
“chessboard revolution”, led by a young
college student and pseudo-intellectual,
Zeffirelli (Timothée Chalamet), who
inspires protests against the local Ennui
government. The young college students
are fighting a ban on male access to the
women’s dormitories imposed by the
college, which is supported by the Ennui
government. French Dispatch reporter
Lucinda Krementz (Frances McDormand)
follows the events closely for her report
and forgoes her journalistic neutrality
by becoming romantically involved with
the much younger Zeffirelli. The best
quotation of the movie goes to Krementz
who resolutely says, “I prefer relationships
that end.”
In the third and final article,
standout performer Jeffrey Wright plays
reporter Roebuck Wright, a food critic who
recounts his experiences in a television
interview. Again, in the black and white
past, Wright is invited to taste the food
of Nescaffie (Stephen Park), a police
lieutenant and personal chef to the police
Commissaire. The stern Commissaire
(Mathieu Amalric) is warming up to
Wright while eating Nescaffie’s food when
suddenly the Commissaire is alerted to the
kidnapping of his son and heir apparent to
the Commissaire position. A standoff and
subsequent animated chase scene follows.
The most impactful moment from
“The French Dispatch” is when Wright is
interrupted by the television interviewer
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Anti-homeless architecture outside ISC

A bench sits outside of the Integrated Science Complex at UMass Boston with metal dividers between seats. Photo by Mel Berilo / Mass Media Staff.

Matthew Reiad
Opinions Editor

Promotional poster for “The French Dispatch”, a new movie by Wes Anderson. Graphic sourced from IMDb.

during Wright’s recollection of the car
chase. He is asked a poignant question:
“Why critique food?” Wright reveals his
deep loneliness and delivers a monologue
worthy of contemplation, intrigue, and
for Jeffrey Wright, an Oscar nod for best
supporting actor. It is unfortunate that it
takes nearly an hour and a half to get to a
satisfying climax in a movie which splices
three thirty-minute stories completely
separate from each other. It is a bold
concept for Wes Anderson that doesn’t
quite hit the mark and may have been
better served as a three-episode miniseries.
There are still the quirky sets,
eccentric vespa-riding heroes, witty oneliners and a bicycle with a special holder
for a handheld notebook. We still get a
gloriously funny animated chase scene,
Bill Murray scowling with sadness and
humor, slow motion romance with hair
bouncing in the wind, and a rooftop pirate
radio station that we all know isn’t what a
pirate radio station looks like. We still see
a cross section of a building, oddly placed
colorful subtitles, a prison riot that makes
us laugh, and a French waiter who uses a
rope dumbwaiter. However, what we don’t
get enough of from Anderson in “The
French Dispatch” are the moments that
touch our souls deeply and profoundly.

The three-segment format never allows
for the deeper emotional connections that
mature over the course of a few hours
in other Anderson films. UMass Boston
fans of Wes Anderson can remember the
despicable pair of Max Fischer (Jason
Schwartzman) and Herman Blume (Bill
Murray) in Anderson’s “Rushmore” who
made us cry because we saw a little bit
of them in ourselves. M. Gustave (Ralph
Fiennes) in “The Grand Budapest Hotel”
gave us shining faith in humanity while
the world around us seems increasingly
dim. In “The French Dispatch”, there
aren’t enough of the gratifying emotional
moments that any Oscar-worthy drama
would feature throughout. The primary
culprit of this is the overstuffed and rushed
nature of the three-segment format.
“The French Dispatch” is filled with
questionable sexualization of almost every
female character. There are casual and
academic arguments to be made about the
artistic integrity and value of such moves.
A strong, independent female character
should not be shamed by the audience
for her sexual exploits or for her body.
However, it felt excessive at moments
and there seemed to be an obvious double
standard. Chalamet’s character is the only
one out of the male cast to show partial

nudity. The undoubtable disappointment
is the ever-controversial lack of racial
diversity succinct with Anderson’s films
over the years. Hopefully, Anderson takes
the pleas of diversity from moviegoers in
future projects.
The movie is an artful ode to journalists
and critics, French cinema and admirable
storytellers. If you want to see a cast of
everyone under the sun, from Saoirse
Ronan to Henry Winkler, go see this movie.
If you want quite possibly the funniest
Wes Anderson movie ever made, go see
this movie. It is thoroughly enjoyable and
keeps the viewer engaged through three
well written and superbly acted stories.
It is an extravaganza of celebrity and
carefully crafted tools of Wes Anderson.
But when UMass Boston students walk out
of the theater, they probably won’t have
seen his greatest film. It does not provide
moviegoers with emotional satisfaction but
it does deliver on splendid entertainment
value. It is definitely worth a watch.

A Boston Magazine article
published in March of 2021
exclaimed in its title, “‘Hostile
Architecture’ Is Everywhere in
Boston, if You Know Where to
Look”. I’m certain when you
hear the word “everywhere”
in that sentence, you didn’t
think it would include our very
own campus. That’s right,
somewhere on our campus there’s
architecture specifically designed
to hurt someone looking to sleep
on a bench. This unfortunate
reality
truly
undermines
the university’s mission of
fighting income inequality and
the university’s many public
statements advocating for income
and racial equality. This antihomeless architecture symbolizes
the university’s clear preference
for the status quo and maintains
unethical
and
inhumane
architectural practices.
Anti-homeless architecture is
defined in the following manner:
“Hostile architecture, otherwise
known
as
anti-homeless
architecture, is a form of
architectural design to prevent or
impede crime and help maintain
order. The strategy uses the
built environment to discourage
malcontents from using public
spaces for activities that they
were not intended to be used
for.” This type of architecture is
seen everywhere in urban areas,
and Boston is no exception. You
can see this on benches at train
stations and all over the city.
This architecture is designed
specifically so sitting on the
benches is easy, but lying down
is either impossible or extremely
uncomfortable. This type of
architecture is designed to suit
normal everyday users exploring
the city, but for those with no
bed or home, it is designed to
cause a great deal of comfort, and
intentionally harm those looking
to use it in a way that the designer
does not want.

Take a stroll through campus
and you might see benches here
and there, but little sign of any
anti-homeless design. However,
take a walk to the ISC and exit
the doors and head towards
the shuttle. Just outside those
doors, you will find obvious and
intentional anti-homeless design.
This comes in the form of a
stone block, designed for sitting,
but try and lie down and you
might find sharp points along the
entire length of the stone block.
This design is intentional in its
methods to strongly discourage
someone from lying down on
it. Regardless of whether that’s
a student or a homeless person
who’s passing through campus,
this type of design is elitist,
inhumane and oppresses those
who don’t have a place to sleep.
Some may argue that making
a big deal about one bench on
one college campus is not a
worthwhile task. On the contrary,
I would argue that symbols such
as these, while not explicitly
anti-homeless, clearly signify
that homeless people are not
allowed. Might as well have a
sign that reads, “If you don’t have
a home, you are not welcome
here.” This design, and many
like it, dehumanize homeless
people who struggle to afford
basic accommodations. If we as
a campus are telling the homeless
they aren’t welcome, how can
we claim to be an institution that
advocates for wealth and income
inequality?
UMass
Boston
always
advocates for equality, both
racially and economically, and
this design stands in direct
opposition to the mission
advocated by many university
faculty and staff. The university
stands as a shining light of
education, equity and progressive
economic policy perspectives,
and by having this bench oncampus that intentionally harms
people that wish to sleep on it,
the university undermines its own

mission. It is for that reason that
I am calling upon the university
to remove this design because
of its outward disrespect and
disregard for human comfort and
human dignity. The university

must support its claim of being
a university that fights income
inequality with real change and
not just empty speeches. We
know you can send nice-sounding
emails that condemn income

inequality, now let’s see you back
up those emails with real change
that actually makes the world a
better place.
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“Squid Game” and capitalism
Abdullah AlMohammad
Contributing Writer

I suppose many have seen the
recent Netflix blockbuster series
“Squid Game,” and if not have at
least heard of it, and are planning
to watch it soon. The show has
been a big hit worldwide, with
people fascinated by its different
themes. Although I can write
pages on the wonderful artistic
elements of “Squid Game”, I
am here to focus and highlight
the forgotten concepts that the
show tried to resurface back to its
audience. The clearest one to me
was uncovering the downsides
of the capitalist world we live in
today.
The premise of the show is
really quite simple. The show
is set in South Korea where
different people who had financial
difficulties are extracted from
society and lured to join a game
that has huge money prizes. The
prize money was too big for any
of them to reject—later on in the
show it was made known that there
is a whole shady scheme behind
the game. The chosen people
were taken to a remote island
to compete with each other in a
competition of five games. Each
game resonated with a separate
element of Korean culture. The
horrific catch was that those
who lost the game were killed,
and their bodies burned, a thing
that no participant was aware of
before agreeing to participate.

One theme that struck me the
most is how this specific series
focuses on certain drawbacks of
the capitalist system we live in
today. Capitalism in a broad view
is based on private ownership
and means of production. Two
points can be pulled out after
comparing “Squid Game” with
capitalism, one being how wealth
inequalities can further widen the
gap of social classes. This is seen
extensively throughout the show
with different characters revealing
their background and how the
financial struggles pushed them
to join the game and stay in it.
Furthermore, the growing wealth
gap between the classes allowed
the wealthiest class to exploit the
others. While exploitation is an
evident theme throughout, the
whole game was created for the
pleasure of the elites.
Considering these two points
that highlight the downsides of
capitalism, we surely can bring
many more. The series has done
a great job of unveiling glimpses
into the system such as drudgery,
homelessness and the constant
fear of being laid off from work—
just as we saw happen in this
pandemic. Many businesses and
institutions in real life were what
the show’s game participants
had experienced, and because of
financial insecurity, they resorted
to entering a life or death match in
order to win.
Although “Squid Game”

The US is failing to do what is necessary for
climate action

Korean promotional poster for “Squid Game”. Protected copyright of Netflix, used for identification purposes.

critiques the capitalist system
very harshly and shows its
negative elements, some do argue

that the positives weigh out the
negatives, and I surely doubt if
that really is true. No economic

system is perfect, but we need to
fix what is wrong in the ones we
do have now.

The democratic conundrum in the Arab world

Nasser M Almahashir
Contributing Writer

Democracy has been a
challenge for the international
community ever since the Cold
War. Especially in the Middle
East, where the conflict and
civil war have been deep-rooted,
establishing democratic regimes
is even more crucial. In 2011,
the Middle East faced the Arab
uprisings,
originating
from
Tunisia, against the democratic
government of President Zein El
Abidine Ben Ali, who had been in
power for more than 23 years. The
core agenda of the protests against
him were to focus on the failures
of the government to provide the
basic needs for the citizens. The
uprisings soon spread across the
region and led to the event called
Arab Spring. The anticipation had
been that, after the Arab Spring,
the democracy challenges in the
Middle East would be sorted
out. However, the failed states
have increased in number where
democracy is not an appropriate
option.
In Sudan, for example,
Abdalla Hamdok, who was the
prime minister, was couped and
arrested by military officials.
Although the coup resulted from
consistent protests of people
against the regime, the post-coup
tussles against the civilian political
coalition, Sovereign Council
and the military leadership
regarding
the
governance,
created an atmosphere of chaos
and dictatorship. Similarly, in

has not given the institutions
any opportunity to develop and
stabilize. Such institutions are at
the core of democratic success.
Their developmental failure in
the Middle East states is one of
the reasons that, even though
the elected governments rise to
power, they cannot provide the
best governance experience. It
can be related to the situation in
South Korea or Taiwan, where the
autocracies focused on economic,
educational and institutional
development, resulting in smooth
conversion into democracy.
Considering
the
above
discussion, it can be established
that the Middle East lacks
a foundation on which the
democratic system can be formed.
The region requires a shift into a
more prevalent mindset and for
A flag of the Arabic language, including the four Pan-Arab colors. Graphic sourced from Wikimedia Commons. cultural coherence to shift the
system of governance entirely.
Libya and Egypt, the killing of of states under democratic Therefore, it is argued that, unless Until then, democracy can only
Muhammad Kaddafi and the coup governments. One argument democratic regimes are successful be an unachievable dream. For
of Hosni Mobarak, respectively, is that, in the list of priorities in stabilizing the lives of their the students of political science
led to the fall of democracy and that the citizens set for the people, they cannot be qualified and international relations who
the rise of the military in these governments to achieve, the basic as sound governance systems.
want to pursue advanced studies
states. Even in Iraq and Lebanon, needs are the most essential, such
The second argument behind in the field, the case study of
which are still democratic states, as food, shelter, clothing, health, the failure of democracy in the the Middle East carries vast
the failure of the government etc. The political freedom in this Middle East is the autocracy in importance, as it enables them to
has exacerbated the challenge list comes after these necessities. the region’s great powers, such understand the internal dynamics
of stabilizing democracy in the In the case of failed states in as Iran, United Arab Emirates and that shape a political structure in a
Middle East.
the Middle East, the democratic Qatar. These powers are involved state and the comparison between
U.S. President Joe Biden governments failed to provide in proxy wars in Lebanon, Syria, the states that go through different
believes that China’s model these necessities. As in Iraq, the Libya and Tunisia, and show experiences over time to achieve
supports stability and order communal division and chaos little interest in establishing stability and development.
more than political freedom. led to change in popular opinion, democracy in these states. The
But, the critics of the democratic which is that the dictatorship of third and last argument is that the
conundrum in the Middle East Saddam Hussein is far better than lifelong history of dictatorship
state three reasons for the failure the democracy in the current era. and autocracy in the Middle East

Chuck Schumer, Martin Heinrich, Angus King, Ed Markey and a representative from Mom’s Clean Air Force hold a press conference on April 28, 2021. Photo and caption courtesy of Senate
Democrats on Flickr.

James T. Cerone
Contributing Writer

By now, many of you will
have heard that the “Build Back
Better Plan” is on its way to being
passed after a serious stripping of
its most impactful and progressive
tenets. Much focus has been
placed on West Virginia’s coalcompromised
senator
Joe
Manchin refusing to back
President Joe Biden’s keystone
climate plan: a plan which would
have required energy companies
in the U.S. to take on renewable
energy projects, phasing out
fossil fuel incrementally. Even
now, there is talk that Manchin
will still refuse to sign off on the
updated climate plan. Indeed,
this is a huge blow to climate
policy, and a critical wound in
the U.S.’s standing at worldwide
climate conferences. With the
2021 United Nations Climate
Change Conference currently
in progress, we can be assured
that many eyes around the globe
are fixed on this bill, waiting to
see what progress the U.S. will
make toward a carbonless future.
After all, as Amy Westervelt of
the climate change podcast “Hot
Take” points out, how can the
U.S. tell other countries to reduce
their emissions when our entire
climate plan has been kneecapped
by a single senator, a senator who
is a member of the same party that
has promoted it?
But let’s be absolutely clear:
President Biden’s climate plan
was never going to be enough.
Its claim was that it would bring
a “50-52 percent reduction from
2005 levels in economy-wide
net greenhouse gas pollution in
2030”, is an almost laughably
out-of-touch and un-scientific
goal. The IPCC report states that
“avoiding overshoot and reliance

on future large-scale deployment
of carbon dioxide removal…can
only be achieved if global CO2
emissions start to decline well
before 2030 (high confidence)”.
That’s global emissions, not
just U.S. emissions—and well
before 2030. If the U.S. can only
cut its global heating activities
in half by the end of 2030, then
how is the entire world supposed
to reach below 20-25 gigatons
of CO2 equivalent greenhouse
gas emissions per year before
2030, the requirement stated
by the most recent COP26’s
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change report?
The facts bear this out:
current pledges of member
countries do not meet the Paris
Climate Commitment, according
to the UN, and, even if they did,
global carbon emissions are
still increasing, when they need
to be actively dropping—and
truly, free falling. In fact, the
Biden administration, in direct
contradiction to its campaign
promises, is set to open up “an area
larger than the UK” in the Gulf
of Mexico to fossil fuel drilling
operations. The announcement
comes just as Biden is sitting in
Glasgow, talking about decreasing
fossil fuel use significantly in
under a decade. Why are we
expanding fossil fuel extraction
while claiming to be on the right
side of the climate crisis? How
does this possibly match up with
our rhetoric?
Additionally, the talk of
“net greenhouse gas pollution”
continues us down a dangerous
path. When we talk about “net”
anything, such as “net-zero
emissions,” we open the door
for continued use of fossil fuels,
when what we really need is to
end fossil fuel use completely.
Even the progressive Green New

Deal has a focus on “net-zero
greenhouse gas emissions” by
2030. While it is currently one of
the best official plans for climate
action, taking into account racial
and socio-economic equity—
something which most other
plans, unfortunately, do not
involve themselves in—it still
fails to realize this fact: that
greenhouse gasses need to be
leaving the atmosphere if we are
going to mitigate the worst effects
of climate change.
What we can glean from
this situation is that all the media
attention on Joe Manchin is
disingenuous. While the West
Virginia senator is certainly a
major foil for any climate action
policymaking, the real issue
lies with the U.S. government
and its policymakers in general.
Without climate obstructionists
like Manchin, or any current
Republican senator for that
matter, the U.S. would still not be
doing enough to stop the pollution
of the atmosphere that will begin
cooking us alive if temperatures
rise above a further 1.5 degrees
Celsius. Governments around
the world have already failed to
prevent the destruction and human
strife that is already beginning to
occur: why should we trust them
to do what’s necessary to prevent
an even worse fate now?
Things may seem grim, but
there is hope—just not in our
governments alone. Many are
pointing to “unexpected pledges”
coming out of COP26 as proof
of progress. I don’t take much
stock in them. Governments
have pledged and pledged yet,
as Greta Thunberg says, it’s all
just “blah, blah, blah,” as these
promises have still not been met.
The U.S. is no exception to this
lack of action, and so what hope
there is lies with the people—

and we college students must
be at the forefront of the fight
against climate inaction. Most
of us fall between Millennial
and Generation Z, meaning
that we will bear the brunt of
the coming climate breakdown.
Older students will also find
their lives affected and must also
grapple with the knowledge that
their children, nephews, nieces or
grandchildren will suffer under
the effects of an oven-like world.
Everybody at UMass Boston, a
campus supposedly dedicated to
anti-racism and equity, should
be extremely concerned about
the suffering that will be inflicted
upon disadvantaged people and
developing countries, especially
near the equator, in arid areas or
along coastal waters.
We must make it loud and
clear that we say no more. No
more fossil fuel funding. No
more funding from fossil fuel
companies to the campaigns
of government officials. No
more empty promises, no more
distractions and no more media
scapegoats. No more excuses,
and no more stalling. We cannot
take “no” or “it’s impossible” for
an answer, and we can hold our
politicians to the highest standard.
We can push for institutional
divestment from the fossil
fuel industry, we can push for
Citizens’ Assemblies on climate
change, and we can make it clear
that we will not lie down and be
silent while insufficient policies
are put forward just because they
are “politically realistic”. We can
join organizations like Citizens
Climate
Lobby,
Extinction
Rebellion, and the Environmental
Voter Project. We can protest
and stage walk-outs on campus.
And we can refuse to cave into
the doom and gloom view of
our future—that ever-present

“realism” argument—in favor of
joy and hope.
College
students
have
historically been at the spearpoint
of such change. UMass Boston
itself has seen regular protests and
strikes from the very beginning,
as can be seen from an exhibit
kept on the fifth floor of Healey
Library. We need only to keep
this trend going, continuing to put
pressure on our leaders to do what
is necessary. Incremental steps
are fine, but real change must
happen now.
It is hard to posit exactly
how change can happen from
the ground up. Politics can seem
impenetrable, and the “realism”
argument can be persuasive.
But we can—and must—force
our politicians to do what is
necessary. We cannot accept
their soft-pedaling. If we believe
that we can end all racism and
ethnonationalism, we will end
up with a much kinder and more
equitable world than if we believe
that some racism is inevitable.
The same goes for climate
change, and the two issues are
intertwined. But at the end of the
day, the ultimate point is this: we
must hold every powerful figure
accountable, and we must demand
that every powerful figure do
what must be done to stop the
global heating and biodiversity
genocide now. And we at UMass
Boston have a responsibility to
make those demands loud and
clear and must be prepared to put
real consequences on the table
should they not be met.
Our future does not depend
on Joe Manchin seeing the light.
That will never happen. Our
future depends on all those in
power doing enough—and we
can make that happen.
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Why you should do Americorps

Gideon Spikes
Contributing Writer

In late 2018 to early 2019, I
was approaching my high school
graduation without a shred of
an idea about what to do next. I
was always told to just “go to
college” and figure it out from
there. However, I wasn’t keen
on going back to school and
taking on debt yet. I talked to my
guidance counselor about this and
she mentioned something called
Americorps in passing. I had
never heard of this “Americorps,”
but it sounded interesting. I
spent the next few weeks trying
to research what Americorps
actually was, and I was able to
gather some basic information.
Americorps is a 10-12
month long, government run
program for 18 to 26-year-olds
to travel the U.S. and perform
work for various communities.
It is extremely easy to become
a member. You basically just
have to be a U.S. citizen and
not be a felon. There are two
different parts of Americorps to
choose from. There’s the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
and Traditional. Traditional is
for people who want to do more
manual labor type work—clearing
trails, building houses, etc. FEMA
is for people who are interested
in emergency management. It’s
more administrative-type work
that usually pertains to natural
disasters. Once accepted into
the program, you are put on a

team of around five to 10 people
with one team leader, and they
fly you out to one of the four
campuses in Sacramento, Calif.,
Vinton, Iowa, Aurora, Colo., and
Vicksburg, Miss. for a one to two
month training period. You and
your team are then sent on your
way to literally anywhere in the
US or US territories. If it’s in the
continental U.S., you do a road
trip in a 15 passenger van. If it’s
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Guam, etc.,

when I found the website to sign
up (https://my.americorps.gov/
mp/recruit/registration.do). It is
extremely difficult to navigate the
“portal,” and it looks like the site
was designed in the ‘90s and never
updated. However, I can assure
you, this is legitimate. Months
after applying, I was emailed a
plane ticket to Sacramento, Calif.
to meet my team and begin the
most absurd experience of my
life. Even as I was on the plane to

absolutely cannot handle your
team, you can request a transfer or
just quit. If you quit, Americorps
will pay for your ticket home, but
you obviously won’t receive the
education award.
After we completed training,
my team was sent to our first
project. The program is split
into three rounds under normal
circumstances. This means you
will go to three, usually different
locations throughout the year. My

The logo for AmeriCorps. Graphic courtesy of Americorps Brand Assets.

then you obviously have to fly
there. This is all paid for by the
government as well. This means
plane tickets, housing, food, etc.
was all paid for, in addition to the
stipend of about $170 every two
weeks. This may sound like a
small amount, but you won’t have
any bills besides buying your own
toiletries or paying your phone
bill. In addition to all this, you
receive an education award of a
little over $6,000 at the end of the
program.
This did not sound real to me.
I wasn’t reassured of its legitimacy

Sacramento, I wasn’t sure exactly
what I was getting myself into. I
was going in completely blind.
I arrived at the Sacramento
campus and was given a key to
my room in the barracks of an
old Air Force base. I met my
roommates and my team, and
they all turned out to be great
people. I’m still friends with most
of them to this day. However, this
isn’t always the case. I heard some
horror stories from other people
on campus about bad teammates
and roommates. So, you’re really
taking a risk in that regard. If you

first assignment was in Santa Fe,
N.M. This assignment was pretty
mundane and mostly consisted
of office work, but it was still
enjoyable. Our next assignment
was even more fun because we
got to work in the World Trade
Center and live in New York City
rent-free. However, this round
was split into two projects. This
was due to the earthquakes that
occurred in southern Puerto Rico
during January 2020. So, my
team was sent from New York
City directly to Puerto Rico at a
moment’s notice. My team, along

classroom.
Apart from teamwork, team
sports increase critical thinking
and allow you to experience
stressful situations with few
actual ramifications on the line,
generally speaking. Team sports
allow you to experience timesensitive situations that often
force you to quickly think and
improvise. In the case of sports
like basketball, soccer and
football, you might find yourself
left with just seconds on the clock.
These situations, with limited
time, force you to think outside
the box for solutions that the
opposing team might not think of.
This critical thinking experience
amid time pressure is easily seen
in the classroom, with timed
exams occurring all the time in
college. The experience seen on
the field is critical in expanding
your critical thinking skills in the
classroom.
Another huge aspect of team
sports is the community aspect.
Ask anyone who’s been involved
in team sports and they’ll tell you
how important the community
aspect is to them. Whether it’s
getting food with your team after
games or texting in the team group
chat, teams foster a great sense
of community. This community
outside of the field often leads to
better performance on the playing
ground, enhancing the team’s
ability to perform as a team. The
community also allows for team
members to feel accepted and
welcome. Whether it’s a long-

time team member or a rookie,
athletic teams have a keen ability
to bond together as a group, with
a shared goal of team chemistry
and the ability to perform well in
game situations.
Team sports also foster an
extremely important skill for
anyone pursuing a degree. Team
sports allow you to experience
hardship and failure, something
that some people have never
experienced. If your team loses,
the following hours and days
are often filled with frustration,
blame and anger overall. Losing

is never fun, but it’s often the
response to losing that defines
one’s season. It’s easy just to stay
in your sadness and frustration,
but it’s extremely hard to pick
yourself up and fight harder the
next week. Failure can also be
seen in the form of someone
getting dropped to the bench
or cut from the team. Being cut
from the team or warming the
bench is an extremely hard and
sad situation for many athletes,
particularly if they’ve been
practicing for a while. Picking
yourself up after such a situation

with a couple of other teams,
was staying at a hotel in Ponce,
which is the second-largest city in
Puerto Rico. This was an active
earthquake zone and the hotel was
basically falling apart. Whenever
it rained, the ceilings in the
common areas would leak like a
literal shower all over the carpet
because of the damage. Despite
this, I enjoyed experiencing an
often glossed-over part of the
US. My team’s work here was a
little more hands-on. We talked to
survivors and signed them up for
federal assistance. Our third round
was in Washington D.C. at FEMA
headquarters. Unfortunately, this
round was cut extremely short,
and we were sent home early due
to COVID-19.
I
would
recommend
Americorps to literally anybody
that is about to graduate high
school or college and isn’t
sure what to do next. It’ll build
your resume, give you real-life
experience, and broaden your
perspective because you will see
so many different parts of the US.
There are so many more details
about the program that I can’t fit in
this piece. So, if you’re interested
in joining but want to know more,
or if you simply cannot figure out
how to sign-up, feel free to email
me at gideon.spikes001@umb.
edu.

How team sports can help you in the classroom
Matthew Reiad
Opinions Editor

Team sports are an integral
part of the American education
system. From March Madness
to huge stadiums filling up to
watch college football games,
team sports are a critical aspect
of education in the United States.
However, the majority of people
going through high school and
college often neglect to join team
sports, for one reason or another.
This is unfortunate because the
fact is, lessons learned as a part
of team sports often teach critical
life lessons that lead to students
be better in society and in the
classroom.
Team sports teach a great
deal about teamwork, a critical
skill in both the classroom and the
workforce. Team sports require
you to perform team-intensive
activities, often in a limited time.
This skill is easily transferable to
the classroom, where professors
often assign group projects.
Group projects force students
to take on different roles within
a common goal to effectively
complete the task at hand. Apart
from group projects, students
often effectively study in groups.
Studying in groups allows all
group members to learn from each
other and expand their confidence
entering an exam. Although this
seems quite obvious, team sports
effectively allow for students
to learn effective teamwork
and communication skills that
can easily be transferred to the

is critical in recovering from such
an emotionally stressful situation.
Team sports are often
stressful, but when you get to the
source, the skills you can learn on
the field are very applicable to the
classroom. Team sports are also a
great source of de-stressing and
lead to less anxiety in your life. I
would encourage anyone to pick
up a team sport. Even something
as simple as ping-pong teaches
you really important skills
that allow you to expand your
experience, learn new skills and
perform better in the classroom.

The UMass Boston men’s soccer team in a huddle before last month’s game against WPI. Photo by Josh Kotler / Mass
Media Staff.
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Jasmine Ruffen
Contributing Writer

Over a year ago, on March
11, 2020, was the day that every
single person in America’s lives
would change. Many Americans
would not expect how quickly
their lives would change in
an instant when the President
declared a state of emergency
due to the COVID pandemic.
During this time, I was a senior
in high school and until the start
of the pandemic, I never really
understood how quickly life could
change. I learned to appreciate the
life that I had and accept the fact
that nothing is in my control and
I could do nothing to make life go
back to normal. Yes, it was sad
because my senior year was cut
short, but I survived the pandemic
and so did all of my family and
friends.
Fast forward to the summer
of 2020, UMass Boston informed
their students that due to the fact
of still being in a pandemic, they
would continue online learning
for the Fall 2020 semester. If I’m
going to be honest, I was very
relieved to hear that—mainly
because I was not looking forward
to driving to school every day
and was still not comfortable in
big crowds—but I was still sad I
wouldn’t be able to be on campus.
The first day of classes was very

exciting, with meeting new people
and being in a different learning
environment. That excitement
lasted for about a week, and after
that it was extremely tiring to
log onto zoom every single day.
It was very different learning on
Zoom, and at times was difficult.
I’m sure UMass Boston and
the UMass Boston faculty tried
their best to accommodate these
hard times with learning on
Zoom, but we all had difficulty
on Zoom, whether we were the
ones learning or teaching. One
of the hardest things about being
on Zoom was that it was almost
impossible to make new friends
and have an actual social life
with learning online. Being on
Zoom made me not be able to
have a full college experience or
be able to see how UMass Boston
really is as a school. Currently,
I am not friends with any of my
previous Zoom
classmates and
have rarely seen
them on campus
this year. Another
hard thing was trying
to contact students
in the same class
outside
of
school, but one
of my saving
graces
was
GroupMe. This
is an app that

allows students to stay in touch
with other students who were
in the same classes as them
outside of the classroom. But,
we would only contact each
other if we had questions about
homework or assignments, and
after the semester we would not
communicate at all. Overall,
my thoughts on starting college
on Zoom are very transparent;
I didn’t like being on Zoom at
all, which I’m sure is something
most students can agree on. It
was exhausting looking at the
screen every day and having to
show your face on camera and
do assignments with a teacher
that you could only contact via
email or on-screen. Going into the
Spring 2021 semester was even
worse and all my classes felt like
a drag online. I just wanted it to
be over and for summer to just be
there. It was a definitely strange
experience and I am very
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all, which I’m sure is something
most students can agree on. It
was exhausting looking at the
screen every day and having to
show your face on camera and
do assignments with a teacher
that you could only contact via
email or on-screen. Going into the
Spring 2021 semester was even
worse and all my classes felt like
a drag online. I just wanted it to
be over and for summer to just be
there. It was a definitely strange
experience and I am very glad
that it is over.
The transition from Zoom
to in-person classes this Fall
2021 semester was fairly easy,
minus the fact that I still would
be driving to school everyday.
But, hey, if you’re someone who
loves driving every day, no shade.
But, I just think driving every day
is exhausting, especially with
all the crazy drivers in Boston.
Nevertheless, I was very excited
to attend UMass Boston in person
and see the beautiful campus
and make some new friends.
Although, some people told me
that since UMass Boston is a
commuter school, most students
keep to themselves and aren’t
very friendly. Some even believed
that most students went to UMass
Boston mainly to study and that
it was very hard to make friends.
But, to my surprise, that was not
true at all. Within the first week
of school, I had made multiple
friends with people just walking
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multiple friends with people
just walking by them going to
class. Almost everyone I asked
for directions or just talked to
was very friendly and more than
happy to help. Perhaps the social
life at UMass Boston has changed
due to the pandemic and students
being kept inside for a whole
year. I think my experience as a
first-year student on Zoom and a
second-year student on campus
is very different, which is a
good thing. I have found lifelong
friends and I really love the
vibe on campus and the classes.
Overall, my thoughts on UMass
Boston from what I have observed
these past two months is that it
is a beautiful campus with good
education and filled with diverse
students from all over the world
that are, for the most part, very
friendly. I hope that most students
feel the same way as well.

Down

1 Bargaining Chip
2 Japanese dish
4 Renounce
5 Like cars of the
future
6 Bon vivant
7 Haggis
ingredient
8 Set a hidden
snare (5-7)
12 Window sash
14 First
16 Reluctant
18 Old and feeble
19 Con game

Logo for Zoom, the internet chat application. Graphic courtesy of Zoom Brand Assets.

Course modality, beaconflex
and remote classes
Aanchal Kumar
Opinions Writer
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HERE4U
First person to bring
a completed puzzle to
our office wins!

Campus Questions? Concerns? Feedback?
Use HERE4U. Another way that UMass Boston
is here for you with assistance on the go.
HERE4U is not to be used in an emergency. If there is an
emergency, call 911. If it is not an emergency and you would
like to speak to a staff person during business hours, please
contact the Dean of Students Office at 617.287.5800.

Learn more:

umb.edu/here4u
Also available in the UMass Boston app. Download from the App Store or Google Play.
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by them going to class. Almost
everyone I asked for directions
or just talked to was very friendly
and more than happy to help.
Perhaps the social life at UMass
Boston has changed due to the
pandemic and students being kept
inside for a whole year. I think
my experience as a first-year
student on Zoom and a secondyear student on campus is very
different, which is a good thing.

I have found lifelong friends and
I really love the vibe on campus
and the classes. Overall, my
thoughts on UMass Boston from
what I have observed these past
two months is that it is a beautiful
campus with good education and
filled with diverse students from
all over the world that are, for the
most part, very friendly. I hope
that most students feel the same
way as well.

Last Week’s
Solutions

